Chu’s Aesthetic Gauges™

**DESCRIPTION** | **PART CODE** | **QUANTITY**
--- | --- | ---

**Kit Part Codes**

- Chu’s Aesthetic Gauge Set – Satin | SCHUSET |
- Chu’s Aesthetic Gauges Set – Resin | CHUSET |

**Individual Instrument Part Codes**

- Proportion Gauge – Satin* | PROGS |
- Crown Lengthening Gauge – Satin* | CLGS |
- Sounding Gauge – Satin* | SOUNDGS |
- Proportion and CLG Satin Tool Handle* | PROCLHDL |

*Also available in Resin Handle: PROG | CLG | SOUNDG | CHUSET | PROCLHDL

**Refill Part Codes**

- T-Bar Tip Refill (3 tips) | TBARREF |
- In-Line Refill (3 tips) | INLINEREF |
- Biological Periogauge (BLPG) Refill (3 tips) | BLPGREF |
- Papilla Refill (3 tips) | PAPREF |

Check One:  Quote □  Order □  

Contact 1-800-Hu-Friedy or fax order to 1-800-729-1299 for more information.
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Please check the box if you would like to receive confirmation:

---

Stephen J. Chu maintains an academic appointment in the Ashman Department of Periodontology and Implant Dentistry at New York University College of Dentistry as Clinical Associate Professor. He also has a private practice in fixed prosthodontics, aesthetic, and implant dentistry in New York City.

Dr. Chu has published over 40 peer-reviewed articles in the dental literature and has given lectures nationally and internationally on the subjects of esthetic, restorative, and implant dentistry.

Dr. Chu is on the editorial review board of several peer-reviewed dental journals. He is the recipient of the Peter Scharer distinguished lecturer award from the European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry.

Dr. Chu is the creator of Chu’s Aesthetic Gauges manufactured by Hu-Friedy.
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